SPARKLING STRIPED ORNAMENT
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden ball ornament
• Acrylic paints: fuchsia, yellow, purple
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue: purple, gold
• Brushes: 1/4” angular shader, small flat
• Gloss spray varnish

DIRECTIONS:
1. Basecoat ball section of ornament fuchsia. Apply as many coats as necessary for good coverage. Basecoat ornament cap yellow. Basecoat raised stripes purple, painting the top surface only.
2. When paint is dry, personalize with gold glitter glue, spelling name. Outline remainder of ball and cap with gold glitter glue, excluding purple stripes. Squeeze 2 lines of purple glitter glue over the purple stripes. Add dots of purple glitter glue over the empty areas of the fuchsia ball.
3. When glitter glue is dry, spray with gloss varnish. Brush some glitter glue on the jute string.

DAZZLING CUPCAKE ORNAMENT
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden cupcake ornament
• Acrylic paints: magenta, yellow, teal, purple
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue: raspberry, blue moon, purple
• Sharpie® fine-point black permanent marker
• Brushes: 1/4” angular shader, detail
• Gloss spray varnish

DIRECTIONS:
2. When paint is dry, outline cupcake and cherry as shown with black marker.
3. When black outline is dry, apply glitter glue to cherry, cupcake base, personalized name and confetti.
4. When glitter glue is dry, spray all with gloss varnish. Brush some glitter glue onto the jute string.
GIFT BOX PHOTO ORNAMENT

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden gift ornament
• Acrylic paints: red, metallic gold, metallic silver
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue: gold, silver
• Sharpie® fine-point black permanent marker
• Brushes: 1/2” flat, detail
• Gloss spray varnish
• Photo

DIRECTIONS:
1. Basecoat entire ornament red. Apply as many coats as necessary for good coverage.
2. Basecoat the ribbon gold and the dots silver. Personalize the ornament with child’s name in lower corner.
   When paint is dry, outline box only with black marker as shown.
3. When marker is dry, outline bow and ribbon with gold glitter glue. Squeeze gold glitter glue over the name.
   Outline dots with silver glitter glue.
4. When glitter glue is dry, spray with gloss varnish. Brush some glitter glue on the jute string.

SNOWFLAKE PHOTO ORNAMENT

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden snowflake ornament
• Acrylic paints: light blue, yellow
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue: opal, pineapple
• Brushes: 1/4” angular shader, detail
• Gloss spray varnish
• Photo

DIRECTIONS:
1. Basecoat entire ornament, including round disk on back, light blue. Apply 2 coats. Let dry.
2. Using detail brush, paint on yellow lines as shown.
3. When paint is dry, outline the edges of ornament with opal glitter glue. Add dots between yellow lines.
   Squeeze pineapple glitter glue over yellow lines.
4. When glitter glue is dry, spray with gloss varnish. Insert photo and reassemble ornament.

GLITTERY DOG BONE ORNAMENT

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden dog bone ornament
• Acrylic paints: tan, pink
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue, opal
• Brushes: 1/4” angular shader, detail
• Gloss spray varnish

DIRECTIONS:
1. Basecoat entire ornament pink. Apply 2 coats; let dry. Basecoat smaller bone tan, painting top surface only.
   Apply 2 coats; let dry.
2. Personalize ornament with pink paint and detail brush. Add pink dots with handle end of a large brush.
3. When paint is dry, squeeze glitter glue over the name and the dots.
4. When glitter glue is dry, spray with gloss varnish. Brush some glitter glue over the jute string.

GREEN WREATH ORNAMENT

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wooden wreath ornament
• Acrylic paints: dark green, light green, red
• Craft Essentials™ glitter glue, red
• Sharpie® fine-point black permanent marker
• Brushes: 1/2” flat, detail, small flat
• Gloss spray varnish
• Photo

DIRECTIONS:
1. Basecoat entire ornament, including round disk, dark green. Apply a second coat for good coverage, still
   retaining outline of bow at bottom of wreath.
2. Paint on stripes, using the detail brush and light green paint.
3. Paint bow red. Dot on red dots with handle end of large brush. When paint is dry, outline bow with black marker.
4. When marker is dry, brush red glitter glue over bow. Dot glitter glue over dots.
5. When glitter glue is dry, spray with gloss varnish. Brush glitter glue over jute string.

GETTING READY TO CRAFT

Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions
prior to beginning; read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult
supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over
the use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims
any liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith,
but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed. ©2007 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved.